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The model of the sea upper layer ecosystem based on the equations of the adaptive balance of causes 
method is proposed. The scheme of the cause-effect relations from the paper by Fasham, Ducklow 
and McKelvie constituting the nitrogen cycle reactions in the sea upper layer is used in the model. 
Parameterization of biochemical reactions of the substance interaction is substituted in this model for 
the normalized ratios of the substances’ average concentrations resulted from analyzing the observa-
tions of the biochemical fields of the Black Sea northwestern shelf. The satellite-derived chlorophyll-
a concentrations as well as the data on advection and diffusion obtained from calculations of intra-
annual variability of the current velocity field in the sea upper sea layer using the hydrodynamic mod-
el, are used as the external influencing factors. Being regarded as the external influencing factors, the 
information was used for calculating the deviations of the biochemical fields’ concentrations from 
their average values assumed to be a stationary state of the ecosystem. The observations were assimi-
lated through including the sources’ additional functions (representing the assimilated data) to the 
right parts of the adaptive ecosystem model equations. The regional maps of the biochemical fields 
permitting to analyze their spatial-temporal variability in 2015 were constructed. The drawn conclu-
sion confirms utility of the proposed approach used for mapping the biochemical fields of the sea 
upper layer.  
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Introduction 
Biochemical reactions of substance transformation in the sea upper layer are 

affected by solar radiation, oxygen and carbon dioxide fluxes through the sea sur-
face, horizontal and vertical transport and mixing of water masses, as well as many 
other factors. The problem of modeling the variability of the upper layer biochemi-
cal fields, which dictates the need for assimilation of the observation data of sub-
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stance concentration and marine environment dynamics into the ecosystem models, 
is due to abovementioned factors. The methods of satellite and contact observations 
assimilation were developed in many studies on the models of ocean and atmos-
phere dynamics [1–7]. In a number of studies the methods for assimilating satellite 
observations of chlorophyll concentration, temperature and sea-level elevations, as 
well as remote observations of floating buoys in the Black Sea circulation models, 
were developed [8–10]. Due to this, the works in which the models of marine eco-
systems are based on hydrophysical equations of substance transport and diffusion, 
supplemented by the functions of sources and sinks, taking into account the bio-
chemical reactions of substance transformation in the marine environment, ap-
peared.  

This allows you to construct the models of marine ecosystems (based on sim-
pler balance models of biochemical processes) subjected to external effects of ad-
vection and diffusion on the concentration of modeling substances in ecosystems. 
An example of this approach is the classic model of the nitrogen cycle in the upper 
sea layer by Fasham, Ducklow and McKelvie [11]. In this model, the dynamics of 
the upper mixed layer lower boundary, calculated according to a separate hydro-
physical model, controls the mass balances of biochemical reactions by including 
additional dynamic sources into the system of ordinary differential equations of the 
ecosystem model. 

The effort for simplifying the problem of modeling of the sea upper layer bio-
chemical fields by maximizing the use of observational data, led to the creation of 
an adaptive modeling approach based on the hypotheses about the existence of an 
equilibrium state of the ecosystem with the environment and deviations from this 
state under effect of observable external impacts. These hypotheses allowed us to 
develop the adaptive balance of causes method (ABC-method) used in this work 
[12, 13], in which ordinary differential equations of special (logistic) type are ap-
plied. The method is based on the assumption that the ecosystem seeks the state of 
dynamic equilibrium, in which the intrasystem processes are adapted to each other 
and to external effects in such a way, that material balances of substance transfor-
mations in the marine environment are preserved. The principle of adaptation leads 
to the occurrence of relatively simple equations of adaptive models which in its 
turn allows us to simplify the process of observational data assimilation in the 
model. 

This approach was applied in a number of works by I. E. Timchenko, 
I. P. Naumenko and E. M. Igumnova, devoted to the assimilation of satellite obser-
vations in adaptive models of the upper layer ecosystems for the Black Sea waters. 
Particularly, in [14] the assimilation of observational data in the adaptive version of 
the abovementioned model of the nitrate cycle [11], in which the external effect of 
water mass transfer and diffusion on the concentrations of substances was simulat-
ed, was considered. In contrast to the simulation experiments [14], this study aimed 
to assimilate into the models real satellite data on chlorophyll a concentration, ob-
tained during 2015 in the northwestern part of the Black Sea, and to adapt the mod-
el estimates of the upper layer biochemical fields to the calculated archive data on 
the transfer and diffusion of substances in the mentioned period. 
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Adaptive model of the sea upper layer ecosystem 
The basis of the adaptive ecosystem model is the idea of maximal use of ob-

servation data of the substance transformation reactions in the marine environment 
in order to replace the complex parameterization of these reactions with the coeffi-
cients of effects estimated by the observations. The ABC-method assumes that 
cause-effect relationships between the modeled processes are known. This makes it 
possible to construct a scheme of mutual effects – a conceptual model of the eco-
system. It is introduced the assumption about the existence of the ecosystem aver-
age equilibrium state, in which the substance concentration change rates are bal-
anced in such a way that, in the absence of external effects, they remain constant. 

To explain the essence of this method, we consider a set of ecosystem model 
variables }{ iu  which denote the concentrations of substances during their trans-
formations in the marine environment, and determine the average values of the 
processes }{ iС  characterizing the stationary condition of the ecosystem. Mutual 
effects of n processes will be evaluated by the effect coefficients ija , which inter-

connect the variables iu and ju by the relations 

j

n

ijj
iji uau ∑

≠=

=
,1

.                                                    (1) 

 

These relations can be considered as reactions of ecosystem resource trans-
formation ju  into products iu . Then the effect coefficients take into account what 
amount of this type of resource is consumed by the product during this reaction. It 
is natural to assume that the effect coefficients ija  are preserved when averaging 
the expressions (1), as well as when taking into account in them the external effects 
on the ecosystem, which we denote as iA . External effects lead to deviations in the 
substance concentrations from their average statistical values iC . The natural re-
quirement is the preservation of the material balances of reactions, taking into ac-
count the external effects: 
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The introduced assumptions are used in the adaptive balance of causes method 
[12, 13] to set up standard equations that automatically save the balances (2) of the 
substance transformation in the ecosystem. These equations have the following 
form: 
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,                           (3) 

 

where ir  are dimensional parameters that have the meaning of specific rates of var-
iation iu . Equations (3) relate the ecosystem variables to negative second-order 
feedbacks with the variation rates of variables, which ensures quick adaptation of 
variables to each other and to external effects in order to save the balances (2) [13]. 
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For estimating the effect coefficients ija  from observational data, probabilistic 
and expert methods are proposed [13]. In this study we use approximate estimates 
based on the known average values of the modeled processes iC . First of all, we 
reduce the resource functions ju  included in the balance relations (2) to the eco-
system product variability intervals )20( ii Cu ≤≤ . For this, we express the varia-
bles of the ecosystem model in the balance relations (2) in the units of average val-
ues of variables. Then we obtain 

ij

n

ijj
j
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.                                  (4) 

The effect of resources ju in the relations (4) is proportional to the values of 

deviations )( jj Cu − , and the degree of these effects is determined by the ratio val-
ues of average values ji CC / . Therefore, we can assume that the dimensionless 
factors ija′ equally transmit the effects of functions ju on functions iu . This allows 
us to choose them equal, based on considerations of stability of solutions of the 
ABC-method system of equations (3). 

From the analysis of the ABC-method properties [13] it is know that the stabil-
ity of the system of equations (3) solutions will be guaranteed if the sums of nega-
tive and positive effects in the method equations do not exceed iC5.0 . Let, for ex-
ample, in the equations of the system (3) there are m  of positive and mn −  of neg-
ative effects. Then at the introduced assumptions the system of equations (3) takes 
the following form: 
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)( mn > , ) , ,2 ,1 ,( nji = . 
In order for the solutions of equations to satisfy the given intervals of variable 

variations )20( ii Cu ≤≤ , the system of equations of the model (5) is supplemented 
with logical management agents 

)] ;2 ;2( ;0 ;0[ iiiiii uCCuIFuIFu ><= .                       (6) 
We apply the obtained equations to the scheme of cause-effect relations between 

the processes of nitrogen cycle based on the ecosystem model by Fasham, Ducklow 
and McKelvie [11]. Conceptual model of the ecosystem is depicted in Fig. 1. 

Using the notations of variables and cause-effect relations between them 
given in Fig. 1, we set a system of equations of the adaptive model of the sea 
upper layer ecosystem. For the shortening, we will denote the deviations of 
variables from their average values as iii Cuu −=′ . 

Equation of phytoplankton concentration: 
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F i g.  1. Conceptual model of the sea upper layer ecosystem based on the Fasham, Ducklow and 

McKelvie model [11] 
 
Equation of zooplankton concentration: 

)]}()6()6()6([{2 111 ZDYNPCCDCCBCCZCZr
dt
dZ

PZDZBZZZ ′−′−′−′−−= −−− . 

Equation of bacterial plankton concentration: 
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dt
dB
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′−′+′−′−−= −−− (7) 

Equation of detritus concentration:  
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Equation of ammonium concentration: 
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Equation of nitrates concentration: 
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Equation of dissolved organic nitrogen concentration: 
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The function of )( HCF ′ source was applied in the equation for phytoplankton 
concentration as assimilated observational data, which was the satellite observation 
of chlorophyll a concentration. The functions of sources )( iuDYN ′ took into ac-
count the effects of transport and diffusion on the concentrations of the ecosystem 
biochemical variables, which were reduced to the variation scales of these varia-
bles. Each of the equations of system (7) was supplemented by a management 
agent (6). 

 
Assessment of the effect coefficients in the adaptive model by the normalized 

ratios of average values of the northwestern Black Sea shelf biochemical fields. To 
determine the effect coefficients, the information on average values of the north-
western Black Sea shelf biochemical fields (NWS BS) obtained from literature 
sources was applied in the model (7). The analysis of these sources revealed rather 
significant spatial-temporal variability of the upper layer ecosystem fields of the 
mentioned region. 

The most productive area for phytoplankton is the Danube part of shelf zone. 
It is noted that the characteristic features of phytoplankton development here are 
the absence of nutrient limitation, a sharp increase in terrigenous runoff with flood 
waters in spring and due to this a limitation of photic zone by 1–2 m depth [15]. 
According to the data of [16], the maximum values of phytoplankton concentration 
at the NWS BS were observed in 1973–1980. (Fig. 2, a), which was due to the 
strong eutrophication of waters (fragments a, b, c, d of Fig. 2 were taken from [16–
19] and adapted to the present work). Average phytoplankton concentration in 
these years in comparison with 1950–1960 increased almost by 17 times, from 0.9 
to 16 g/m3. In 1981–2000 period phytoplankton concentration gradually decreased: 
in the 1990s it was about 6 g/m3, and in the 2000s it became 4 g/m3. These changes 
are shown in Figure 2, a. Based on the presented data, the average value of phyto-
plankton biomass for the NWS BS region was chosen to be equal to PC = 4 g/m3. 

 

 
 
F i g.  2. Data of the multi-year observations on the Black Sea northwestern shelf: a – changes 

of the phytoplankton biomass in 1954–1960 and 1973–2005 [16]; b – biomass of the fodder 
zooplancton and Noctiluca scintillans in 1953–2007 [17]; с – variability of the dissolved organic 
nitrigen on the surface of the western and eastern coastal waters averaged for 5 years [18]; d – 
average content of nitrogen in organic substance (mcg/dm3) in the surface layer [19] 
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Zooplankton spatial distribution is also inhomogeneous. The concentration of 
plankton organisms is associated with the fresh water distribution in the area of hy-
drologic fronts, “bloom” zones, the spread of microorganisms and the wind regime. 
Zooplankton redistribution is significantly affected by the circulation that occurs at 
offshore and surge winds. According to T. Shiganova [17], in 1990–1995 the fodder 
zooplankton biomass was 123.4 mg/m3, in 1996–1999 – 138.2 mg/m3; in 2000–2005 
it increased to 250.2 mg/m3 and in 2006–2007 it decreased again to 138.4 mg/m3. 
The diagram in Fig. 2, b characterizes these changes. In this study, for the average 
value of zooplankton concentration Z the value СZ = 0.4 g/m3 was taken. 

According to [20], Na ammonium nitrogen content in the surface waters widely 
varied: extremely high concentrations over the entire study period and, accordingly, 
the range of their variability were observed in the Dnieper-Bug region. Na average 
concentration on the surface was 18.2 µg/l, at 10 m horizon it decreased to 17.4 µg/l 
which is 0.158 g/m3 in terms of recalculation. Na content in the water mixing zone 
and in the seaward areas of the shelf is significantly lower (about 5.9 µg/l) [20]. 
Thus, in the spatial distribution for ammonium nitrogen, as well as for plankton 
organisms, a tendency for increase in concentration as it approaches the coastal 
estuaries was observed. We took Na = 0.16 g/m3 value as the average one. 

Spatial and temporal variability range of nitrate concentrations is the largest in 
the estuary areas of the shelf, especially in the surface layer of the sea. In the Dan-
ube region the maximum concentrations (which reached 998 µg/l) over the entire 
period of studies were observed. In the water mixing zone nitrate content signifi-
cantly decreased, the maximum concentrations here did not exceed 250 μg/l. In the 
seawater areas of the NWS BS, distant from the main sources of pollution, the av-
erage multiannual nitrate content was 0.1–4.3 µg/l. In 20–30 m layer the average 
long-term value of the nitrate content in the estuary areas was within 8.3–62.5 µg/l, 
in the marine areas – within 0.1–6.7 µg/l. In this work, СNn = 0.11 g/m3 value was 
taken as the average multiannual one over the area. 

Averaged over 5 [18] years dissolved organic nitrogen concentration in the 
western and eastern coastal waters is shown in Fig. 2, c. These data were used to 
assess average multiannual concentration СNd = 4.93 g/m3. 

 
Estimates of the component average values (g/m3) and the effect coefficients 

in the ecosystem model 
 

iu  P Z B D Na Nn Nd 
Ci 4.0 0.4 0.46 2 0.16 0.11 4.93 
P 1 5 – – 6.312 9.009 – 
Z 0.017 1 0.146 0.033 – – – 
B – 0.573 1 – 0.723 – 0.023 
D 0.125 1.250 2.183 1 – – – 
Na 0.010 0.198 0.086 – 1 – – 
Nn 0.014 – – – 0.350 1 – 
Nd 0.205 2.053 5.379 0.411 – – 1 

 

When assessing the average value of bacterial plankton concentration, the ob-
servational materials published in [19, 21] were used. The data from the mentioned 
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works allowed us to take СВ = 0.46 g/m3value as an average one of bacterial plank-
ton concentration. Based on the materials of [19], we can conclude that the assess-
ment of average multiannual detritus concentration is СD = 2 g/m3. Thus, in order 
to assess the values of effect coefficients in the adaptive model of the upper layer 
ecosystem of NWS BS, we used average multiannual concentrations of biochemi-
cal substances which are summarized in the table. 

 
Assimilation of chlorophyll a concentration satellite observations and compu-

tational data on the marine environment dynamics in the model. Satellite observa-
tions of chlorophyll a concentration and computational data on the marine envi-
ronment dynamics for the NWS BS region, obtained using Myocean program [22], 
were used in the model (7) for assimilation. As an example, a map of horizontal 
currents in the upper layer of this region on the 209th day of 2015, constructed as a 
result of calculations using the hydrodynamic model, is given in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

F i g.  3. Map of the horizontal current velocities (cm/s) in the upper layer of the Black Sea north-
western shelf on the 209th day of 2015 resulted from the calculations by the hydrodynamic model [22] 

 
The equations of ecosystem model (7) are represented in finite differences by 

the Euler scheme. At the same time, a condition that simplifies their recording is 
introduced. The relations of computation step in time t∆  with the specific variation 
rate of functions ir  and average values of model variables iC were taken equal to 
one: 12 =∆ iiCtr . Then modular expressions for the equations of the model (7) in 
finite differences take the simplified form: 
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The assimilation of observations was preceded by computational experiments, 
during which the stability of the computational algorithm for solving the equations 
of the adaptive model and its sensitivity to external effects was tested. The conver-
gence of iterations to the average (stationary) ecosystem state in the absence of ex-
ternal effects turned out to be rather rapid. It was about 5–7 iterations. 

Note that stationary values of processes *
iC  calculated by the model are condi-

tional in the ecosystem with respect to the estimates of the applied effect coeffi-
cients. They differ from the estimates iC given in the Table by constant values due 
to the accepted relation 12 =∆ iiCtr . However, these differences are known, and 
therefore they can be easily eliminated by introducing constant corrections to the 
scenarios obtained after assimilating the observational data [14]. The examples of 
the maps of ecosystem biochemical component fields constructed by assimilating 
observational data are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

F i g.  4. Maps of the biochemical component fields (g/m3) in the upper layer of the Black Sea north-
western shelf on the 209th day of 2015 resulted from the data assimilation in the ecosystem adaptive 
model (7), (8) 
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For testing the model sensitivity to the assimilated observation data from ex-
ternal information sources, field maps were calculated for every day of 2015. Ex-
periments on separate assimilation of chlorophyll a concentration satellite observa-
tions and data characterizing the transport and diffusion of the ecosystem biochem-
ical components were carried out. As the analysis of assimilation results showed, 
the most detailed maps of spatial-temporal fields of the sea upper layer ecosystem 
are obtained when the model simultaneously assimilates all available information. 

In Fig 4 the maps of fields in the mode of simultaneous assimilation of chloro-
phyll a concentration satellite observations (Fig. 4, a) and computational data on 
the marine environment dynamics obtained for this day are shown. Comparing the 
chlorophyll a concentration spatial distribution, horizontal currents in the upper sea 
layer and model maps of biochemical fields one can see their specific local similar-
ity in a number of areas. In particular, the specific features of field structure in the 
area adjacent to the western tip of Crimea due to the dynamics of water are high-
lighted. 

 
Conclusion 

This work was aimed at showing the possibility of monitoring the dynamics of 
sea upper layer ecosystem fields using the adaptive dynamic model which has the 
properties of mutual adaptation of model variables under conditions when new ob-
servational data are continuously receiving to the model equations. Assimilation of 
observations performed the model control function. Adaptation of model estimates 
of biochemical fields to the observational data was carried out due to the condition 
of saving the material balances of intrasystem interactions between the modeled 
processes. This condition underlies the adaptive balance of causes method, which 
was applied when constructing the ecosystem model. One of the problems was to 
test the method of presenting intrasystem reactions in the adaptive model using the 
coefficients, which are the normalized ratios of average values of the fields, which 
were taken as the ecosystem stationary state. 

Computational experiments on the assimilation of satellite observations and 
computational data on the marine environment dynamics in the adaptive model of 
the upper layer ecosystem for the northwestern Black Sea shelf region showed that 
this goal was achieved. Using the observational data assimilation, the maps of the 
fields of the model biochemical variables, consistent with each other and with ex-
ternal sources of information, were constructed. The possibility of replacing the 
complex parametrizations, applied in the description of intrasystem interactions in 
a marine ecosystem, with normalized ratios of average values of the modeled pro-
cesses in cases where these average values are known from observations was con-
firmed. 
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